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The Jaws Log
Making of Alien
Winner of 3 Oscars and the highest grossing film of its
time, Jaws was a phenomenon, and this is the only
book on how 26-year-old Steven Spielberg
transformed Peter Benchley's best-selling novel into
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the classic film it became. Hired by Spielberg as a
screenwriter to work with him on the set while the
movie was being made, Carl Gottlieb, and actor and
writer, was there throughout the production that
starred Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, and Richard
Dreyfuss. After filming was over, with Spielberg's
cooperation, Gottlieb chronicled the extraordinary
year-long adventure in The Jaws Log, which was first
published in 1975, generating 17 printings and selling
more than 2 million copies. This paperback edition
includes an introduction by Carl Gottlieb, an
introduction by Peter Benchley, and 36 black and
white photos.

On Location On Martha's Vineyard
After 20 years of working in film and television design,
Joe Alves had his hands in just about every situation
imaginable then came Jaws. Here is the collection of
Alves' conceptual drawings, sketches, notes,
storyboards, and more, all brought together for the
first time to provide a rare look into the designing of
Jaws. This commemorative album is presented as the
official companion to an exclusive museum exhibit,
Jaws: The Art of Fear in Filmmaking, celebrating this
monumental picture and the creative work of Joe
Alves and his talented team of effects pioneers and
skilled craftsmen. This is your guide through this very
unique exhibit, proudly presented by the Catalina
Island Museum of Avalon, CA.

Hollywood's Cold War
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Describes the experiences of the actor, Dustin
Hoffman, and the director, Sydney Pollack, during the
production of the motion picture, Tootsie

The Princeton Field Guide to Dinosaurs
Winner of three Oscars and the highest-grossing film
of its time, Jaws was a phenomenon, and this is the
only book on how twenty-six-year-old Steven
Spielberg transformed Peter Benchley's number-one
bestselling novel into the classic film it became. Hired
by Spielberg as a screenwriter to work with him on
the set while the movie was being made, Carl
Gottlieb, an actor and writer, was there throughout
the production that starred Roy Scheider, Robert
Shaw, and Richard Dreyfuss. After filming was over,
with Spielberg's cooperation, Gottlieb chronicled the
extraordinary yearlong adventure in The Jaws Log,
which was first published in 1975 and has sold more
than two million copies. This expanded edition
includes a photo section, an introduction by Benchley,
and an afterword by Gottlieb that gives updates about
the people and events involved in the film, ultimately
providing a singular portrait of a famous movie and
inspired moviemaking.

An Introduction to Uncertainty in
Measurement
The Ultimate Superhero Movie Guide is a thrilling
journey through the history of the world's favourite
movie genre. From the early glories of Superman and
Tim Burton's Batman, to the modern dominance of
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Marvel and DC's cinematic universes, this book
celebrates the stars, stunts and special effects that
have brought dozens of legendary comic book heroes
to the big screen. Featuring a blend of reviews, lists,
features and interviews covering everything from the
Marvel Cinematic Universe to cult classics like
Constantine and Hellboy, this is a celebration of
superhero movies unlike anything else in the market.

The Black Box
Great Scott! Go Back to the Future with Doc Brown
and Marty McFly in this visually stunning look at the
creation of one of the most beloved movie trilogies of
all time. Few films have made an impact on popular
culture like the Back to the Future trilogy. This deluxe,
officially licensed book goes behind the scenes to tell
the complete story of the making of these hugely
popular movies and how the adventures of Marty
McFly and Doc Brown became an international
phenomenon. Back to the Future: The Ultimate Visual
History is a stunning journey into the creation of this
beloved time-traveling saga and features hundreds of
never-before-seen images from all three movies,
along with rare concept art, storyboards, and other
visual treasures. The book also features exclusive
interviews with key cast and crew
members—including Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd,
Lea Thompson, Robert Zemeckis, Bob Gale, Steven
Spielberg, Frank Marshall, Kathleen Kennedy, and
more—and tells the complete story of the production
of the movies, from the initial concept to the staging
of iconic scenes such as the “Enchantment Under the
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Sea” dance and the hoverboard sequence. The book
also delves into the wider Back to the Future
universe, exploring the animated television show and
Back to the Future: The Ride. Written by Michael
Klastorin—the production publicist on the second and
third movies—with Back to the Future expert Randal
Atamaniuk, this book delivers a range of surprises
from the Universal Pictures archives and also includes
a wealth of special removable items. Comprehensive,
compelling, and definitive, Back to the Future: The
Ultimate Visual History is the book that fans have
been waiting for. Removable items include: Hill Valley
High School Tardy Slip Back to the Future The Ride
security pass Save the Clocktower leaflet Sepia
photograph of Marty and Doc from Part III Marty’s
note to Doc from the first film with the envelope
George McFly’s book Jaws 19 movie poster George
and Lorraine’s prom photo Doc’s flux capacitor sketch
from the first film Doc’s note to Marty from 1885 Biff
one dollar bill from Part II Blast from the Past receipt
from Part II Lenticular version of the iconic McFly
family photo from the first film

Trainspotting
May 1992, and after four LAPD officers were acquitted
after the savage beating of Rodney King, Los Angeles
is ablaze. As looting and burning take over the city,
law and order are swept away in a tidal wave of
violence. But under threat of their lives, homicide
detectives like Harry Bosch are still stubbornly trying
to do their job. With no effective police presence on
the streets, murder just got a whole lot easier--and
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investigating them got a whole lot harder. Escorted by
national guard soldiers from murder scene to murder
scene, Harry and his colleagues are only able to do
the bare minimum in terms of collecting evidence.
And for Harry that's not enough. When he finds the
body of a female journalist executed in an alley, he
cannot accept that he will never be able to bring her
killer to justice, and her tragedy starts to eat into his
soul. But then, twenty years later, Harry finds himself
working in the Open Unsolved Unit, and suddenly the
past comes back to haunt him once again, in a way
he could never have imagined.

Van Perlo's Endgame Tactics
A fully updated and expanded new edition of the
acclaimed, bestselling dinosaur field guide The
bestselling Princeton Field Guide to Dinosaurs remains
the must-have book for anyone who loves dinosaurs,
from amateur enthusiasts to professional
paleontologists. Now extensively revised and
expanded, this dazzlingly illustrated large-format
edition features some 100 new dinosaur species and
200 new and updated illustrations, bringing readers
up to the minute on the latest discoveries and
research that are radically transforming what we
know about dinosaurs and their world. Written and
illustrated by acclaimed dinosaur expert Gregory Paul,
this stunningly beautiful book includes detailed
species accounts of all the major dinosaur groups as
well as nearly 700 color and black-and-white
images—skeletal drawings, "life" studies, scenic
views, and other illustrations that depict the full range
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of dinosaurs, from small feathered creatures to whalesized supersauropods. Paul's extensively revised
introduction delves into dinosaur history and biology,
the extinction of nonavian dinosaurs, the origin of
birds, and the history of dinosaur paleontology, as
well as giving a taste of what it might be like to travel
back in time to the era when dinosaurs roamed the
earth. Now extensively revised and expanded Covers
nearly 750 dinosaur species, including scores of newly
discovered ones Provides startling new perspectives
on the famed Brontosaurus and Tyrannosaurus
Features nearly 700 color and black-and-white
drawings and figures, including life studies, scenic
views, and skull and muscle drawings Includes color
paleo-distribution maps and a color time line
Describes anatomy, physiology, locomotion,
reproduction, and growth of dinosaurs, as well as the
origin of birds and the extinction of nonavian
dinosaurs

Filmmaking
Did you used to hate the water, but can't imagine
why? Do you feel a constant need for a bigger boat?
Do you want the Mayor to close the beaches? If the
answer is “yes” to these questions, you are a Jaws
fanatic. Just When You Thought It Was Safe: A Jaws
Companion by Patrick Jankiewicz splashes into the
terrifying yet true stories behind the making of Jaws
(1975) starring Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw, and
Richard Dreyfuss, the film director Steven Spielberg
based on Peter Benchley’s 1974 runaway best selling
novel of the same name. The equally stupendous
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success of Spielberg’s suspense film spawned a string
of sequels. Author Patrick Jankiewicz fishes out the
production back stories, such as how "Smile, You
sonnuva—” and “We need a bigger boat!” were
created. He reels in all the shark's victims, including
John Hancock, Lance Guest, and Dorothy Tristan, for
exclusive interviews, and he harpoons of the sequels,
Jaws 2 (1978), Jaws 3-D (1983), Jaws: The Revenge
(1987). 235 pages.

The Jaws Log
Jaws 2: The Making of the Hollywood
Sequel: Updated and Expanded Edition
(hardback)
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 1988.

Joe Alves: Designing Jaws
Steven Spielberg is responsible for some of the most
successful films of all time: Jaws, Close Encounters of
the Third Kind, E.T. and the 'Indiana Jones' series. Yet
for many years most critics condescendingly regarded
Spielberg as a child-man incapable of dealing
maturely with the complexities of life. The deeper
levels of meaning in his films were largely ignored.
This changed with Schindler's List, his masterpiece
about a gentile businessman who saves eleven
hundred Jews from the Holocaust. For Spielberg, the
film was the culmination of a long struggle with his
Jewish identity - an identity of which he had long been
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ashamed, but now triumphantly embraced. Until the
first edition of Steven Spielberg: A Biography was
published in 1997, much about Spielberg's personality
and the forces that shaped it had remained
enigmatic, in large part because of his tendency to
obscure and mythologize his own past. In his astute
and perceptive biography, Joseph McBride reconciled
Spielberg's seeming contradictions and produced a
coherent portrait of the man who found a way to
transmute the anxieties of his own childhood into
some of the most emotionally powerful and viscerally
exciting films ever made. In the second edition,
McBride added four chapters to Spielberg's life story,
chronicling his extraordinarily active and creative
period from 1997 to 2010, a period in which he
balanced his executive duties as one of the partners
in the film studio DreamWorks SKG with a remarkable
string of films as a director: Amistad, Saving Private
Ryan, A. I. Artificial Intelligence, Minority Report, The
Terminal and Munich--films which expanded his range
both stylistically and in terms of adventurous, often
controversial, subject matter. This third edition brings
Spielberg's career up-to-date with material on The
Adventures of Tintin and War Horse. The original
edition was praised by the New York Times Book
Review as 'an exemplary portrait' written with
'impressive detail and sensitivity'; Time called it
'easily the finest and fairest of the unauthorized
biographies of the director.' Of the second edition,
Nigel Morris - author of The Cinema of Steven
Spielberg: Empire of Light - said: 'With this tour de
force, McBride remains the godfather of Spielberg
studies.'
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Scientific Writing and Communication
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design
- no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the
keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game
design happens when you view your game from many
different perspectives, or lenses. While touring
through the unusual territory that is game design, this
book gives the reader one hundred of these lenses one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask
yourself that will help make your game better. These
lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be
inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.

Plastic Reality
Robert Shaw is most celebrated today as the Oscarnominated star in movies like From Russia with Love,
A Man For All Seasons, The Sting and - most
memorably of all - as Quint in the record-breaking
Jaws. His breakthrough came when Hollywood was
experiencing something of a British Invasion. Sean
Connery, Peter O'Toole, Vanessa Redgrave and
Richard Burton were among the new stars. But Shaw
was arguably more talented than any, a figure of
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extraordinary and wide-ranging promise. More than
just a mesmerising actor on stage and screen, he was
also a gifted writer. He wrote no less than six
published novels (winning the Hawthornden Prize),
while his plays include the acclaimed Man in The
Glass Booth. The flipside to Shaw's diverse abilities
was his well-earned reputation as a hellraiser. A
fiercely competitive man in all areas of his life,
whether playing table tennis or drinking whisky, he
emptied mini-bars, crashed Aston Martins, fathered
nine children by three different women, made (and
spent) a fortune, and set fire to Orson Welles' house.
He died at 51, having driven himself too hard, too
fast, but unable to get over his father's suicide when
Shaw was just 11. John French, Shaw's biographer,
knew him well, professionally and personally. Robert
Shaw: The Price of Success is a perceptive,
sympathetic, but unsparing portrait of the blessings
and curses endowing this mercurial, enigmatic and
deeply engaging man. This edition features a new
foreword written by Richard Dreyfuss. Praise 'Both
impressive and immaculate, a tremendously skilled
biography chillingly well told.' Sheridan Morley 'I liked
Robert Shaw: The Price of Success tremendously, and
applaud its digital rebirth.' Robert Sellers, author of
Hellraisers and Don't Let The Bastards Grind You
Down

JavaScript Cookbook
Published at a point when American filmmakers are
deeply involved in the War on Terror, this
authoritative and timely book offers the first
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comprehensive account of Hollywood's propaganda
role during the defining ideological conflict of the
twentieth century: the Cold War. In an analysis of
films dating from America's first Red Scare in the
wake of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution to the collapse
of the Berlin Wall in 1989, Tony Shaw examines the
complex relationship between filmmakers, censors,
politicians and government propagandists.Movies
were at the centre of the Cold War's battle for hearts
and minds. Hollywood's comedies, love stories,
musicals, thrillers, documentaries and science fiction
shockers - to list a few genres - played a critical dual
role: on the one hand teaching millions of Americans
why communism represented the greatest threat
their country had ever faced, and on the other selling
America's liberal-capitalist ideals across the
globe.Drawing on declassified government
documents, studio archives and filmmakers' private
papers, Shaw reveals the different ways in which
cinematic propaganda was produced, disseminated,
and received by audiences during the Cold War. In the
process, he blends subjects as diverse as women's
fashions, McCarthyism, drug smuggling, Christianity,
and American cultural diplomacy in India. His
conclusions about Hollywood's versatility and power
have a contemporary resonance which will interest
anyone wishing to understand wartime propaganda
today.Key features:* The first comprehensive account
of Hollywood's role during the Cold War.*A new
interrogation of the collaboration between filmmakers
and government in the production of
propaganda.*The use of primary documentation and
new archival research make this book unique.
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The Jaws 2 Log
This 45th Anniversary Edition includes a new chapter
and more photos, many never before seen,
highlighting the most stunning film-making adventure
of all time!

Blackface
Practical and easy to use, Writing in the Biological
Sciences: A Comprehensive Resource for Scientific
Communication, Fourth Edition, presents students
with all of the techniques and information they need
to communicate their scientific ideas, insights, and
discoveries. Angelika H. Hofmannintroduces students
to the underlying principles and guidelines of
professional scientific writing and then teaches them
how to apply these methods when composing
essential forms of scientific writing and
communication. Ideal as a free-standing textbook for
courses on writing in the biologicalsciences or as
reference guide in laboratories, this indispensable
handbook gives students the tools they need to
succeed in their undergraduate science careers and
beyond.

Jaws
Filmmaking the definitive resource for filmmakers,
blows the doors off the secretive film industry and
shows you how to adapt the Hollywood system for
your production. Full of thousands of tips, tricks, and
techniques from Emmy-winning director Jason
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Tomaric, Filmmaking systematically takes you
through every step of how to produce a successful
movie - from developing a marketable idea through
selling your completed movie. Whether you're on a
budget of $500 or $50 million, Filmmaking reveals
some of Hollywood's best-kept secrets. Make your
movie and do it right. The companion site includes:
Over 30 minutes of high-quality video tutorials
featuring over a dozen working Hollywood
professionals. Industry-standard forms and contracts
you can use for your production Sample scripts,
storyboards, schedules, call sheets, contracts, letters
from the producer, camera logs, and press kits
45-minute video that takes you inside the movie that
launched Jason's career. 3,000 extras, 48 locations,
650 visual effects-all made from his parent's
basement for $25,000.

The Art of Game Design
To celebrate the 40th Anniversary of one of the most
popular and influential movie sequels, the updated
and expanded edition of Jaws 2: The Making of the
Hollywood Sequel contains more facts, more
interviews and almost 200 new photos, many never
seen before, shared by the cast, crew and fans.

Long Time Gone
Measurement shapes scientific theories, characterises
improvements in manufacturing processes and
promotes efficient commerce. In concert with
measurement is uncertainty, and students in science
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and engineering need to identify and quantify
uncertainties in the measurements they make. This
book introduces measurement and uncertainty to
second and third year students of science and
engineering. Its approach relies on the internationally
recognised and recommended guidelines for
calculating and expressing uncertainty (known by the
acronym GUM). The statistics underpinning the
methods are considered and worked examples and
exercises are spread throughout the text. Detailed
case studies based on typical undergraduate
experiments are included to reinforce the principles
described in the book. This guide is also useful to
professionals in industry who are expected to know
the contemporary methods in this increasingly
important area. Additional online resources are
available to support the book at
www.cambridge.org/9780521605793.

Robert Shaw
Celebrate the 45th anniversary of the classic summer
blockbuster with this official Jaws miniature
collectible! We're going to need a bigger boat -- and
desk -- because Jaws is here! This deluxe mini kit
includes: 3" Jaws collectible shadow box inspired by
the iconic 1975 movie poster with a spotlight and
button that plays the chilling, iconic theme music
48-page illustrated mini book with quotes, trivia, and
color images from the film

Jaws
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Previous ed.: Martha's Vineyard, MA.: Moonrise Media,
2011.

The R Book
Just When You Thought It Was Safe: A
Jaws Companion
New and substantially expanded edition of a modern
chess classic. By chance, in 2013 publisher New In
Chess discovered a previously unnoticed and
unpublished extra batch of endgame tactics collected
by the legendary Dutch correspondence grandmaster
Ger van Perlo (1932-2010). More than 250 fresh
examples have been added, making this fourth
edition 25% BIGGER than its predecessors. For casual
players and club players. Why is it that most amateur
chess players love opening and middlegame tactics
but hate endgames? Why do you usually look at only
a couple of pages in any endgame theory book you
see? Sit back, forget about theoretical endgames, and
enjoy the entertainment of real life chess in Endgame
Tactics! There is no substitute for hard work in getting
better at chess, as a wise grandmaster once said. But
you always work harder at something you enjoy.
Make the first step towards improving your endgame
play (and beating more opponents) by learning to
love the endgame. Endgames are fun, and the
examples from everyday practice in Endgame Tactics
prove it. • New (4th) and 25% expanded edition of a
best- selling modern classic • More than 1,300
Sparkling Tricks and Traps • WINNER of the ECF Book
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of the Year Award • WINNER of the ChessCafe Book of
the Year Award • Makes regular players discover the
fun in endgame

Back to the Future
Why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a
problem with JavaScript? This cookbook is chock-full
of code recipes that address common programming
tasks, as well as techniques for building web apps
that work in any browser. Just copy and paste the
code samples into your project—you’ll get the job
done faster and learn more about JavaScript in the
process. You'll also learn how to take advantage of
the latest features in ECMAScript 5 and HTML5,
including the new cross-domain widget
communication technique, HTML5's video and audio
elements, and the drawing canvas. You'll find recipes
for using these features with JavaScript to build highquality application interfaces. Create interactive web
and desktop applications Work with JavaScript
objects, such as String, Array, Number, and Math Use
JavaScript with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and
the canvas element Store data in various ways, from
the simple to the complex Program the new HTML5
audio and video elements Implement concurrent
programming with Web Workers Use and create
jQuery plug-ins Use ARIA and JavaScript to create fully
accessible rich internet applications

I Am Spartacus!
Kirk Douglas reveals the drama behind the making of
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the legendary gladiator film Spartacus. Douglas
began producing the movie in the midst of the
politically charged era when Hollywood's moguls
refused to hire anyone accused of Communist
sympathies. In arisky move, Douglas chose Dalton
Trumbo, a blacklisted screenwriter, to write
Spartacus. Trumbo was one of the men who had gone
to prison rather than testify before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee. The source novel was
written by Howard Fast while he too was in jail for
defying HUAC. With the future of his young family at
stake, Douglas plunged into a tumultuous production.
As both producer and star, he faced explosive
moments with young director Stanley Kubrick,
struggles with a leading lady,and negotiations with
giant personalities, Now, at 95, Douglas looks back at
his audacious decisions. He made the most expensive
film of its era--but more importantly, his moral
courage in giving public credit to Trumbo effectively
ended the Hollywood blacklist.--From publisher
description.

From the Jaws of Victory
This collection of essays from over twenty different
authors, including Elizabeth Berg, Ann Patchett, Andre
Dubus III and Sue Grafton, describes their passion for
knitting, recalling their triumphs and disasters in their
craft projects and lives. 30,000 first printing.

The Jaws Log
Jump onboard the Orca for the terrifying Jaws Quiz
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Book! Featuring over 250 trivia-filled questions in
which you'll get questions on every Jaws movie, bonus
sections on Steven Spielberg, Shark Movies, the
whole damned Jaws thing! As well as some bitingly
difficult Jaws questions! You're gonna need a bigger
knowledge of Jaws to get them all right! Plus read the
exciting Jaws-inspired short story The Shore Thing by
Killian H. Gore in which a Scottish fisherman is
informed by a psychic that a Great White Shark will
kill him! So come on into the water and get ready to
get this quiz beat! Praise for Killian H. Gore: "Another
awesome quiz book from the brilliant Killian H. Gore.
At this rate you're gonna need a bigger bookshelf!" NATHAN HEAD "It really is fantabuloso!" - JAMES
KEATING "I love this book!" - MICHAEL COULOMBE
"Fab book, full of interesting facts" - PATSY HAMLING
"A very entertaining book" - TIM RITTER

The Ultimate Superhero Movie Guide
The high-level language of R is recognized as one of
the most powerful and flexible statistical software
environments, and is rapidly becoming the standard
setting for quantitative analysis, statistics and
graphics. R provides free access to unrivalled
coverage and cutting-edge applications, enabling the
user to apply numerous statistical methods ranging
from simple regression to time series or multivariate
analysis. Building on the success of the author’s
bestselling Statistics: An Introduction using R, The R
Book is packed with worked examples, providing an
all inclusive guide to R, ideal for novice and more
accomplished users alike. The book assumes no
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background in statistics or computing and introduces
the advantages of the R environment, detailing its
applications in a wide range of disciplines. Provides
the first comprehensive reference manual for the R
language, including practical guidance and full
coverage of the graphics facilities. Introduces all the
statistical models covered by R, beginning with simple
classical tests such as chi-square and t-test. Proceeds
to examine more advance methods, from regression
and analysis of variance, through to generalized linear
models, generalized mixed models, time series,
spatial statistics, multivariate statistics and much
more. The R Book is aimed at undergraduates,
postgraduates and professionals in science,
engineering and medicine. It is also ideal for students
and professionals in statistics, economics, geography
and the social sciences.

Steven Spielberg
The Newmarket Shooting Script® book includes the
film's screenplay, an introduction by screenwriter
David Koepp, a Q&A with Koepp on adapting the
classic book, a color photo section highlighting the
acclaimed visual effects created by Spielberg and his
team, and the cast and crew credits.

The Anarchist's Design Book Expanded
Edition
Jaws Unauthorized Quiz Book
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From the Jaws of Victory:The Triumph and Tragedy of
Cesar Chavez and the Farm Worker Movement is the
most comprehensive history ever written on the
meteoric rise and precipitous decline of the United
Farm Workers, the most successful farm labor union
in United States history. Based on little-known sources
and one-of-a-kind oral histories with many veterans of
the farm worker movement, this book revises much of
what we know about the UFW. Matt Garcia’s gripping
account of the expansion of the union’s grape boycott
reveals how the boycott, which UFW leader Cesar
Chavez initially resisted, became the defining feature
of the movement and drove the growers to sign labor
contracts in 1970. Garcia vividly relates how, as the
union expanded and the boycott spread across the
United States, Canada, and Europe, Chavez found it
more difficult to organize workers and fend off rival
unions. Ultimately, the union was a victim of its own
success and Chavez’s growing instability. From the
Jaws of Victory delves deeply into Chavez’s attitudes
and beliefs, and how they changed over time. Garcia
also presents in-depth studies of other leaders in the
UFW, including Gilbert Padilla, Marshall Ganz, Dolores
Huerta, and Jerry Cohen. He introduces figures such
as the co-coordinator of the boycott, Jerry Brown; the
undisputed leader of the international boycott, Elaine
Elinson; and Harry Kubo, the Japanese American
farmer who led a successful campaign against the
UFW in the mid-1970s.

Knitting Yarns: Writers on Knitting
A comprehensive and definitive volume telling the
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complete story of how Alien was made, featuring new
interviews with Ridley Scott and other production
crew, and including many rarely-seen photos and
illustrations from the Fox archives. In 1979 a movie
legend was born, as Twentieth Century-Fox and
director Ridley Scott unleashed Alien - and gave
audiences around the world the scare of their lives. To
celebrate the movie's fortieth anniversary, author J.W.
Rinzler (The Making of Star Wars) tells the whole
fascinating story of how Alien evolved from a simple
idea in the mind of writer Dan O'Bannon into one of
the most memorable sci-fi horror thrillers of all time.
With brand new interviews with Ridley Scott and other
key members of the original production crew, and
featuring many never-before-seen photographs and
artworks from the archives, The Making of Alien is the
definitive work on this masterpiece of popular cinema.

Making Tootsie
Carl Gottlieb's account of the making of Steven
Spielberg's classic shocker is a compelling insider's
story of the making of a film phenomenon. Jaws
grossed $100 million, won 3 Oscars and launched its
26-year-old director. Screenwriter Carl Gottlieb was
on board throughout the production process, and
chronicled his year-long adventure: a riveting portrait
of a famously arduous shoot, complicated by clashing
creative temperaments, pressures from the studio,
bad weather - and sharks.

Jaws 2
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A renowned biologist provides a sweeping chronicle of
more than four billion years of life on Earth, shedding
new light on evolutionary theory and history, sexual
selection, speciation, extinction, and genetics.

Jaws
Julie A. Turnock tracks the use and evolution of
special effects in 1970s filmmaking, a development as
revolutionary to film as the form's transition to sound
in the 1920s. Beginning with the classical studio era's
early approaches to special effects, she follows the
industry's slow build toward the significant advances
of the late 1960s and early 1970s, which set the stage
for the groundbreaking achievements of 1977.
Turnock analyzes the far-reaching impact of the
convincing, absorbing, and seemingly unlimited
fantasy environments of that year's iconic films,
dedicating a major section of her book to the
unparalleled innovations of Star Wars and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind. She then traces these
films' technological, cultural, and aesthetic influence
into the 1980s in the deployment of optical special
effects as well as the "not-too-realistic" and hyperrealistic techniques of traditional stop motion and
Showscan. She concludes with a critique of special
effects practices in the 2000s and their implications
for the future of filmmaking and the production and
experience of other visual media.

The Ancestor's Tale
An examination of African American imagery and
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participation in American movies includes a timeline
of important African American events in film history
and discusses the achievements of noted celebrities.

Head and Neck Imaging
This level 2, elementary Penguin Reader contains 500
words and tells the story of Amity, a quiet town near
New York, that gets terrorized by a great white shark.
Policeman Brody is a good policeman and tries to
close the beaches, but people won't listen to him.

War of the Worlds
In 1996 'Trainspotting' was the biggest thing in British
culture. Brilliantly and aggressively marketed it
crossed into the mainstream despite being a black
comedy set against the backdrop of heroin addiction
in Edinburgh. Produced by Andrew MacDonald,
scripted by John Hodge and directed by Danny Boyle,
the team behind 'Shallow Grave' (1994),
'Trainspotting' was an adaptation of Irvine Welsh's
barbed novel of the same title. The film is crucial for
understanding British culture in the context of
devolution and the rise of 'Cool Britannia'. Murray
Smith unpicks the processes that led to the film's
enormous success. He isolates various factors - the
film's eclectic soundtrack, its depiction of Scottish
identity, its attitude to deprivation, drugs and
violence, its traffic with American cultural forms, its
synthesis of realist and fantastic elements, and its
complicated relationship to 'heritage' - that make
'Trainspotting' such a vivid document of its time.
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